Can Immunopathology Explain Why Metastasizing Lung Cancer Cells Manifest Ubiquity in the Blood Stream but Selectivity in Lymph Node Colonization?
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Abstract

It has been calculated that metastasizing lung cancers are numbered in millions. It has also been argued that lymph nodes occupy the status of organs in cancer metastasis. Accordingly, both the tissues now generally regarded as organs as well as lymph nodes, which are of that same status, should all be haphazardly showered by circulating cancer cells. On the contrary, these two sets of organs exhibit very conspicuous diversity in their colonization patterns. Thus, the better known organs generally exhibit scattered secondaries all over the body while the lymph nodes are selectively affected. Thus, in the words of Willis, a foremost cancer authority, lung cancers “often” exhibit discrete deposits in the abdominal lymph nodes, “these diminishing in centrifugal order.” Indeed, such an order is not known as regards, say, the liver, adrenal gland, kidney and ovaries. Therefore, is Nature showing signals which ought to be decoded? Here, I argue that this is possible. Moreover, the welcome expectation is that such a study of lung cancer can usher in an immunological breakthrough which may point to target therapy and thereby conduce to cancer cure.
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Introduction

On account of its position in the human body, lung cancer is without parallel in colonization capability [1,2]. Moreover, the numbers thrown into the circulation are of the order of millions [3]. Surely, these must reach all tissues indiscriminately. And, yet, there are discernible pattern formations in the lymph node system.

Lymph node patterns

Over the years, I have provided some results in this ravaging realm of oncology. This was thanks to the great goodwill of the late Professor Cappell, who reported my earliest work in glowing terms [4]. Little wonder that my grooming ground was the University Department of Pathology at the Glasgow Western Infirmary, an Institution described in the Bulletin of the History of Medicine [5] as being second to none in Britain. There, I introduced, instead of the usual casual display of bodily parts on the Table, the Mono-Block Formalin-Fixation Method [6] (Figure 1). The accruing developments are worthy of chronological classification as follows:

- 1961. Centrifugal metastasis occurs, the proximal lymph nodes being earlier and more grossly involved [7].
- 1962. Contralateral metastasis may occur in the neck, the line of cross-over to the other side being apparent [8].
- 1962. Triple carcinomata in one lung were reported. The squamous celled growth spread to a contiguous node and another near paraesophageal node. The polygonal-cell carcinoma showed two neighboring invaded nodes. The adenocarcinoma, unlike the others, spread over considerable areas, involving no less than 72 lymph nodes, the growths occurring bilaterally but asymmetrically [9].
- 1963. The situation of the earliest deposits within the retrogradely situated abdominal nodes revealed, as shown in 6 statements, that this was in the convex border, where incoming lymph vessels arrive and not in the concave border, where outgoing lymph vessels emerge [10]. This was necessarily interpreted in terms of the formation of new lymph vessels. This phenomenon is nowadays called “lymphangiogenesis” whose review I have provided elsewhere [11].
- 1964. A general consideration of lymph node metastases in lung cancer was vicariously undertaken. This led to the delineation of what I called “natural laws” as follows [12]:
  - Ipsilateral nodes are invaded more grossly than contralateral ones.
  - Contiguous nodes are invaded more grossly than distant nodes.
  - Contiguous nodes are invaded in a more orderly fashion than distant nodes.
  - Particular nodes are invaded while others may be skipped.
  - Early metastases are truly discrete while subsequent dispersal may through coalescence simulate direct extension.

Therefore, I concluded with a last phrase, namely, the need “to chart virgin fields of knowledge.”

Discussion

In sum, from ancient times, lymph nodes were believed to be “suitable soils” for cancer colonization [13]. Lo and behold! Because of the wholesale nourishing function of the blood supply, its contained cancer cells must be reaching all the lymph nodes. Nevertheless comparable colonization does not materialize. Instead, there is an
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 orderly pattern of spread whose topography is not that of blood spread but of lymph spread. Incidentally, in an embryonic paper on lung cancer [14], I had the temerity to recommend that research should be carried out in order to elucidate “a possible difference in immunological potentiality between blood and lymph.”

Today, the giant status of immunology is of great concern here as regards cancer, especially lung cancer. It seems to me that immunology should be geared specifically towards decoding the secrets of Nature in lung cancer. In other words, the chequered existence of the blood-borne lung cancer cell requires penetrating and purposive decoding researches [15,16].

Concerning such researches, the importance of the microenvironment is increasingly being realized [17,18]. However, we should go back to 1798 when Sir Astley Cooper, through animal experimentation and necropsy investigation, emphasized that red cells occur in the thoracic duct which is important to the “human economy” [19]. Concerning its duty, my experience revealed the most important evidence of accompanying necrosis itself. As I concluded pertinently, “Necrosis of the cancer cells was apparent in 3 cases, but it was clear that this had occurred in association with large aggregates of the malignant cells and that among such aggregated cells red blood corpuscles abounded.” [20].

It is to be noted that this form of necrosis is associated with the phenomenon of metastasis itself, unlike the Necrosis which occurs in situ within the primary tumor itself. The latter has long been attributed to “Tumor Necrosis Factor” [21] which has been defined thus: “Tumor necrosis was defined when there were necrotic tissues in the tumor mass at low magnification.” [22]. The great point is that the thoracic duct necrosis is part and parcel of the metastasis formation, i.e., not merely of tumor formation. This is important because the ductal cancer cells had begun the active process of metastasis by first conduce to cancer cure.

In this context, as I showed historically [35], a major problem has long been the perplexing tissue-specific pattern of metastatic progression in cancer which has been weighed on the scale of “seed” and “soil.” With this in mind, Kaplan’s group [36] looked into several questions, including genetic regulation and activation of specific chemokines/chemokines and proteases, loss of deletion allows for acquisition of unique and specific properties that connect tumor cells with the metastatic microenvironment. Be that as it may, I am persuaded that the thoracic duct has provided a readily accessible microenvironment for translational research on EANF [32]. Indeed, a fruitful future is to be expected in immunopathology with special reference to the thoracic duct.
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Future Prospects

Now, developments have attained to such a height that there are (i) the old cannulation undertaken simply in the thoracic duct [25], and (ii) the new technique of intravital videomicroscopy [26]. Therefore, since the killer lung cancers superabound [27], the patients, who give their consent as legally required [28], should be cannulated in order to retrieve the two necessary subsets required in scientific investigation, namely, the living individual cancer cells and the dying massed cancer cells commingled with red corpuscles. In this way, the newly founded, blossoming, well-funded translational laboratories should swing into action [29]. The future owes them the duty to replicate EANF [30].

Incidentally, EANF is likely to be molecular. Indeed, as I like to see it, immunology can and should be guided towards decoding the signals which Nature herself has been sending out in the bodies of patients dying with lung cancer. Elsewhere, I noted that the medical masters of yester years believed that Nature’s own ways need to be not only identified but also exploited [31]. Hitherto, I had made this appeal in journals such as Single Cell Biology [32] and International Journal of Surgery [33]. Accordingly, let this Journal, Immunoochemistry and Immunopathology, lend a helping hand. Thus, as Jubb’s associates reminded all, “The rapid pace of drug discovery and drug development in oncology, immunology and ophthalmology brings new challenges” [34]. Therefore, it is to be hoped that breakthroughs will, sooner than later, emerge and point in the direction of that target therapy which can conduce to cancer cure.